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Take a deep dive into the world of
Fantasy Grounds and grab your guns
and armor, because an army of
skirmishers are taking over the world!
The Miniature Wars are afoot! Powered
by the Numenera engine. Features: ++
71 miniatures, each with 4 to 6 dice ++
Learn how to fight from the trenches of
World War II - as a Parabellum-wielding
legionary or a tank crewed mechanized
minion. ++ Over 30 weapon and armour
sets ++ 12 Terrain mats ++ 5 creature
themes: Urban, Forest, Swamp,
Dungeon and Farm ++ Giant Octopus
monster and other great monsters ++ 7
NPC traits, 8 magic items and 6 gear
items ++ 3 scenario types: Historical,
Campaign and Fantasy ++ Objectives
and mechanics for a solo game or
multiplayer ++ Customizable RPG-
settings ++ Elaborate dice rolling
mechanics with full-screen presentation
of rolls and targets ++ Real-time stats
window, battle log and achievements.
++ Explore the areas of the Worldmap
with your own style. ++ Career mode for
hardcore players (no need to guess) ++
Easy-to-use campaign and scenario
management. ++ Variety of robust tools
for DM's to design your own dungeons
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++ Support for the Numenera RPG and
Numenera Fiction and Character
Generation to create your own
characters for the Fantasy Game Like us
on Facebook at Follow us on Twitter at
Follow us on Instagram at If you want to
watch full playthrough of the game then
you can watch here: Conquerors Guild is
a single player game that can be played
solo or on a multi-player online
environment with one to four players.
This is a tactical game focused on area
control and parkour-style movement.
Each turn, players quickly use their
action die and resource cards to move
around the board, drop a creature in an
action zone and deploy action objects, or
remove action zones from the tableau.
Each turn a conflict card is also played,
adding to the ongoing battle. The player
trying to conquer the most areas before
being defeated wins. The conquest rules
are set up by the DM for a single game
and

Features Key:
Multi-level gfx, your enemies are few
Different weapon
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